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where sentiments are often heard with delight, and
motions and gestures often applauded, which would
not be tolerated in private company, but which may
far exceed the utmost license allowed in the social
circle, without at all transgressing the large bounds
of theatrical decorum ! where, when moral principles
are inculcated,  they are not such as a Christian
ought to cherish in his bosom, but such as it must
be his daily endeavour to extirpate; not those which
Scripture warrants, but those which it condemns as
false and spurious, being founded in pride and am-
bition, and the  over-valuation of human favour!
where surely, if a Christian should trust himself at
all, it would be requisite for him to prepare himself
with a double portion of watchfulness and serious-
ness of mind, instead of selecting it as the place in
which he may throw off his  guard, and unbend
without danger !   The justness of this last remark,
and the general tendency of theatrical amusements,
is attested by the same well-instructed master in 'the
science of human life, to whom we had before occa-
sion to refer.   By him they are recommended as the
most efficacious expedient for relaxing, among any
people, that "preciseness and austerity of morals,"
to use his own phrase, which, under the name of
holiness, it is the business of Scripture to inculcate
and enforce.   Nor is this position merely theoretical.
The experiment was tried,  and tried successfully,
in a city upon the  continent9, in which  it was
9 Geneva.—It is worthy of remark, that the play-houses hare mul-
tiplied extremely in Paris since the revolution ; and that last winter
there were twenty open every night, and all crowded. It should not
beMeffc unobserved, and it is seriously submitted to the consideration
of those who regard the Stage as a school of morals, that the pieces
which were best composed, best acted, and most warmly and generally
applauded, were such as abounded in touches of delicate sensibility.
The people of Paris have never been imagined to be more susceptible
than the generality of mankind of these emotions, and this is not the

